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Abstract

The use of E-learning platforms for education in recent times has been on the rise. The purpose of this work is to provide an overview of the web application. This paper provides an overview of a web-based application as a result of the project titled “22nd Century English”. This is a web platform that arranges schedules and scheduled video conferences between students and lecturers. A lot of teachers especially English Teachers have extra time with which they can teach but without commitment, because of their commitment to their Teaching Institution. With the opportunity to handle freelance lessons through the developed application, teachers have the ability to earn extra income while helping other students outside their schools. This platform also helps students to learn English remotely without wasting time with traveling or intense commitment.
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1. Introduction

E-Learning is the utilization of Information and Communication Technology to convey and use data in training where educators and students are separated in area and time, so as to improve the student's learning background and execution (Keller et al., 2007; Tarhini et al., 2016). Horton (2011) characterizes E-learning as a lot of guidelines conveyed by means of every single electronic medium, for example, the web, intranets, and extranets. In this way, by clearing out the hindrances of time and division, individuals would now have the option to accept accountability for their own one-of-a-kind durable learning (Almajali et al., 2021; Bouhnik and Marcus, 2006; Fletcher et al., 2005; Amarneh et al., 2021).

E-learning conditions lessen the expense of arrangement and hence increment incomes for scholastic foundations (Alshurideh et al., 2021; Ho and Dzeng, 2010). The schools must pick in the midst of or before the utilization arrange the most ideal approach to manage pass on preparing, for instance, web learning, eye to eye, or applying blended philosopy. With the end goal of this examination, e-Learning with a specific spotlight on advanced education organizations applies to the utilization of electronic learning frameworks to help up close and personal instruction. As indicated by “Wagner et al. (2008)”, this philosophy is the best learning strategy differentiated solely on the web with eye to eye-to-eye connection.

Learning Management Systems (LMSs) suggest the online movement applications or developments that are grasped by universities and other propelled training foundations to pass on courses' substance, give evacuate learning, and deal with the instruction procedure (Freire et al., 2012; Ohliati & Abbas, 2019). LMS makes an assortment of approaches to convey guidance and give electronic assets to understudy learning. A few techniques, for example, utilizing Web pages to convey messages similarly to hardbound writings, are extremely recognizable to scholastic Staff. Be that as it may, a major preferred position is that the Internet additionally underpins the conveyance and utilization of sight and sound components, for example, sound, video, and intelligent hypermedia (Tarhini et al., 2016; Statista 2018; Alshurideh et al., 2021). Specific Web-based learning frameworks have been made for front-line guidance to engage learning in an online getting the hang of setting; these join Moodle, Web Course Tools (WebCT), LAMS and SAKAI, and Blackboard Learn (BBL). The latter will be talked about in detail in the going with subsection.

1.1. Theoretical framework

Helpful learning' depends on the possibility that individuals learn by developing new thoughts dependent on their present and past information. At the end of the day, 'learning includes building one's very own insight from one's encounters. Here, the students spur themselves amid the learning procedure. As indicated by Von Glasersfeld (2002), continuing inspiration to learn is emphatically reliant on the student's condensed in his or potential for learning.

1.2. Purpose of study

Understanding e-Learning is fundamental. E-Learning is getting the hang of utilizing electronic advances to get to informational instructive modules outside of an ordinary report corridor. Generally speaking, it insinuates a course, program, or degree passed on absolutely on the web.
2. Method

This study uses a qualitative approach. It is a descriptive study. The study describes the freelance web platform that was designed for effective education between teachers and students online. The features of the platform are described, and the general view and usage are described as well.

3. Results

3.1. Features of the System

3.1.1. Features for the Teachers

- A teacher can sign up on the portal easily and would be approved in 3 days period after checking his/her CV.
- The teacher can check her/his upcoming appointments using the portal.
- The teacher can approve or discard a certain upcoming appointment that was chosen by the student.
- The teacher can set his/her state to online/offline for reasons that will be explained in the students' features.
- The teacher can upload teaching materials to the portal.
- The teacher can assess a taught lesson.
- The teacher can transfer credit /hours given to money.
- The teacher can receive money easily using the PayPal portal.
- The teacher can select active hours in which he/she can teach.
- The teacher must give his/her Skype ID in order to communicate easily with students.
- A teacher can change his/her personal information whenever wanted from the portal.

3.1.2. Features for the students

- Students can easily sign up on the portal by providing his/her personal info (email, PayPal, etc......).
- Students can choose an appointment using the on-screen calendar provided on the portal.
- Students can view their upcoming appointments using the portal.
- Students can rate and assess a taken lesson.
- Students can buy credit/hours easily using PayPal services.
- A student can easily change his/her personal information at any time using the portal.
- A student can choose a start lesson now which will automatically select a random online teacher (unless the teacher switched the status to offline).
- Students when reserving an appointment can choose a specific teacher or a random teacher.
- Students can view teachers’ profiles which will share some information (such as certificates, age, gender, etc......).

3.2. General view of the Web Application

The 22nd Century English application platform connects Students all over the world with American English Teachers. A student will register in the system and buy hours with credit then will reserve an
appointment in the Century Calendar. A teacher will then confirm that appointment, and they agree to meet at a specific time using Skype Service. After the lesson finishes, both students & teacher will have to do a survey to evaluate each other. So, then the teacher will earn credit hours, and then the teacher can request his credit hour to withdraw to cash. It has evolved into a modern portal to assess and deliver English language learning based on today's demands for the individual flexibility of when to teach and learn. By seamlessly connecting students to teachers through our networks and platforms, it makes learning English more accessible, opening up more possibilities for students and more business for teachers. It brings a modern and efficient method of learning English to students and professionals, and provides teachers with more possibilities for teaching, the platform is well developed using PHP – HTML – CSS – JavaScript – jQuery – Json – Ajax, and it is a Mobile-Friendly Platform for mobile web browsers.

Most language tutors (lecturers), tend to have more time on their hands, after they teach their classes, they could wish to give more learning, but some students would not find time as they have other things to learn (Pentaraki & Burkholder, 2017). So, with this web application lecturers will extend their teaching time, same with the student as they can schedule when their free and learn more.

The web application also caters to any student despite their enrolled school, as anyone can register and start any time and they will learn English enough remotely without using much time traveling, going to a lecture not committed, etc..., so it is a Fast, Comfortable way to learn with. The objectives of the platform are to:
- To provide the best way for people to learn English all over the world.
- To make use of the internet, and mobile technology.
- 24/7 Service.
- Make the students competent in using the language.

To help with the hesitation of pronunciation in speaking.

3.2.1. The Student View

Figure 1
Home screen
3.2.1.1. Payments page

Figure 3
Payments page

3.2.1.2. Default Screen

Screen when signing in both for Lecturer and Students and (Up-coming appointments): Reserving an appointment, we can see we have options like (random/ specific teacher, or start lesson now).
3.2.1.3. Personal Information and Edit page

On this page, students can change their personal information.

Figure 5
Personal Information and Edit page

3.2.2. Teacher view

3.2.2.1. Lecturers’ appointments and confirmation pages

Figure 6
Lecturer appointments and confirmation pages
3.2.2.2. The lecturer can change his/her teaching hours to money

Figure 7
Lecture can change his/her teaching hours to money

3.2.2.3. Status (online/offline) Screen

We can see that teachers have a status (online/offline) which is for students to have the option of starting a lesson now.

Figure 8
Status (online/offline) Screen

4. Conclusions and recommendations

E-learning does not represent more of the same. Communication technologies, with their multiple media (text, visual, voice) and their capacity to extend interaction over time and distance, are transforming teaching and learning. The adoption of e-learning applications in the last decade has been accompanied by an increased understanding of how to use them to enhance the educational experience cost-effectively.
This paper is dedicated to increasing the awareness and understanding of e-learning to enhance a worthwhile educational experience. However, the challenge is enormous and there are no simple rules or recipes for designing and delivering an effective e-learning experience. The complexities of context and distinct communication characteristics to support communities of inquiry do not lend themselves to easy or simplistic solutions.

Any educational experience demands the experience and insight of a reflective and knowledgeable teacher who can translate principles and guidelines to the contingencies and exigencies of their unique contexts. This necessitates an inquisitive attitude and commitment to the process of inquiry not dissimilar to the goals of higher education and the approach described here.
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